
Another Tour Success, More
Happy Guests Enjoy Our

Neighborhood

On June 27, 2009, the Forest Hill Historic
Preservation Society hosted its ninth biennial
Home & Garden Tour. Our neighborhood was
host to hundreds of guests who came to
experience our homes and to see why we all feel
this place we call home is so special. The
reaction of our visitors was extraordinary. The
day could not have been better. It was a
beautiful sunny day and the perfect background
for brisk business at numerous lemonade stands
and a nice way for people to experience the “real”
Forest Hill. Thanks Everyone!
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Know the Place?

Can you guess the location of this Historic
photograph? (Answer below.)

Kenny Crumpton / Fox-8 News
Come to Forest Hill

Perhaps you were watching Fox-8 news on
Monday morning June 22nd and you saw a
familiar background. Kenny Crumpton, Fox-8
morning news field reporter was in our
neighborhood, “Kickin’ It With Kenny”. Over
the two hour newscast and even the
advertisements aired prior to that, Fox-8
dedicated eighteen minutes of airtime
telling their viewers about our
neighborhood. They featured six
segments. First, FHHPS Treasurer
Steve Morchak introduced the
neighborhood, later Kenny talked
inside neighbor and host Peter
Schofield’s home then Sharon
Gregor talked about her book, Forest
Hill: The Rockefeller Estate and discussed the
historic aspects of the area. Forest Hill Historic
Preservation Society President Kesha Owens
discussed the restoration of the homes
and the care with which so many owners
have taken with their homes. Later, Mr.
Crumpton showed the viewers our
unusual garage doors and then walked
around to the backyard to thank host
Peter Schofield for allowing his film crew
to temporarily inhabit his home. Mayor of
East Cleveland, Eric Brewer was also in
the backyard and briefly talked about the
neighborhood, the city and the historic

district. Finally, Steve Morchak reiterated some of
the elements of interest in the homes and
information on the tour.

Off camera, Kenny and the crew were amazed that
our area existed. None had an idea we were here
and everyone felt it was one of the most beautiful
locations in the Cleveland metropolitan area.

This was great advertisement for the coming tour
and even better PR for the neighborhood. Thanks
Kenny and Fox-8!
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Photo answer: (15409 Brewster Road, shortly after construction.)
Tour photos courtesy of Jeffrey R. Dross and Michele J. Ladouceur


